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Solve Addition And Subtraction Problems (2.OA.A.1)

Day 1

1. Linda has 71 pages in her book. She read 23 pages. How many more pages does
    Linda have left to read?

  52
  94
  58
        48

2.Kim has 24 pieces of candy left after she gave 17 pieces to her classmate. How 
   many pieces of candy did Kim have at first?
            
  41
  7
  13
  31
            
3.Lucy had 14 dollars and her father gave her 26. She went and bought an art kit for 15
   dollars. How many dollars does Lucy have now?
 
  40
  25
  9
  55

4. Brad ate 11 grapes out of the bag. Jay ate 14 grapes out of the bag. If there are 43  
    grapes still in the bag, how many grapes were in the bag at first?

   3
 25
 18
 68
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The Question Session (RL.2.1)

Day 1
One day, Sara’s dad said they were going on a trip to the beach. Sara was happy! She got her 
things to go. First, she found her bathing suit. She put it on. Then, she went to the bathroom and 
picked out her best beach towel. Sara put it in her beach bag along with her sunscreen. Her 

mother told her to hurry up, dad was ready. She didn’t want to forget her sand shovel and tools 
to make a sand castle. She quickly added them to her bag. Sara hurried when she heard her dad 
start the van.
It was a long drive to the beach. Dad played music on the radio. Mom sang along. Skip, their dog,
even whined with the songs. Sara was smiling and having fun. At last, they were there. Dad said to
help unload their van. Sara carefully took the picnic basket to the table Mom had found by the 
sand dunes.
It was so nice and warm at the beach. Skip ran to the water and jumped in. Dad, Mom and Sara
laughed. Mom and Sara got in the water, too. The waves felt funny hitting Sara. She and Mom
smiled. Dad was fishing close by.
After a bit, Mom said they needed to stop to eat lunch. They ate hot dogs and chips. Skip ate one,
too. Then, they rested.
Next, Sara and Dad made a sand castle. Skip laid down on it. That did not stop the fun.
Dad said they could all go in one more time. Even Skip joined them. They jumped and swam in 
the ocean water for a long time. It was getting near dark. They had to leave to go home. Sara and 
Skip fell asleep on the way back. Everyone had a wonderful time at the beach!

5. Who went to the beach? Mark the correct answer.
  
 Sara went to the beach with her parents.    
Sara took her dog, Skip, on a trip to the beach.
Sara went to the beach with friends, Amy and Joan.
Sara, her parents and their dog, Skip, went to the beach.

6. Read the following sentence and question. Choose the best answer.
Dad said they could all go in one more time.
What was he talking about?

The table.
The van.
The water
None of the above.
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7. Mark what Sara took to the beach in her bag. Mark all that are correct.

Dog leash
Sunscreen
Sand shovel and tools
Bathing suit
Shells
Purse
Beach Towel

8.  Why do you think they decided to go home? Write your own sentence.
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Maze Game

Help the beautiful kite fly out of the maze.
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Word Puzzles
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"Great Summer Activity Book" Buy Now!imsuchadivatoo

Week 1
Day 1

Question No. Answer Detailed Explanation
1 D The answer is D. 71 pages are the total and a part to subtract is 23

pages. 71 minus 23 is 48.

2 A The answer is A. If Kim has 24 pieces after she gave 17 away, then
you must add the numbers to find out how much she had before
giving any away. 24 plus 17 equals 41.

3 B The answer is B. Lucy had 14 and her father gave her 26, so you
should add those numbers together. 14 plus 26 equals 40. She
went and bought an art kit for 15 dollars, so you should subtract
to show that money being taken away. 40 minus 15 equals 25.

4 D The answer is D. There are 43 grapes in the bag, in order to find
out how many were in there at first you have to add what was
taken out. 43 plus 11 (Brad) plus 14 (Jay) equals 68.

5 D The best answer is D. It includes all of those that went to the beach.
Answer A and B only include some of those and is not correct.
Answer C cannot be found in the story and is incorrect.

6 C They had been in the water before and Dad said they could go
back in. The water is correct. The table, the van and none of the
above are not correct, as they are not in the story details.

7 B,C,D,G Dog leash, shells, and purse were not listed as things that Sara
took to the beach. They are not correct. Sunscreen, sand shovel
and tools and bathing suit are listed and are correct.

8 - Sample Answer: They went home because it was getting dark.
At the end of the story it is noted that it was getting dark. That
would be the reason they went home. The student must say that in
his/her sentence, but word choice can vary.
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Very well put together and helpful in these times of forced break for the kids... And great 
to have the online tools that come with this book for when we get stuck and the videos are 
great to understand how to solve the algebra problem my kid and I are enjoying working 
together with this book

- Lorena

This was an awesome book. My child who usually hates to do summer workbooks, ac-
tually enjoy this one. This workbook allowed her to work online and do lesson online as 
well as in the workbook. Having multiple ways to complete summer work was the best 
part for her. I liked the vocabulary practice each week. We will definitely buy each year.

- MediaShower
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